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EZ PAY SMART CARD AND TICKET SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a divisional application and 
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. S. 120 from co-pending U.S. 
application Ser. No. 09/718,974 filed Nov. 22, 2000 naming 
Richard E. Rowe as inventor, and titled “EZ PAY SMART 
CARD AND TICKET, SYSTEM,” which is incorporated 
herein in its entirety and for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates to game playing services for 
gaming machines Such as slot machines and Video poker 
machines. More particularly, the present invention relates to 
methods of utilizing Smart cards on gaming machines. 
0003. There are a wide variety of associated devices that 
can be connected to a gaming machine Such as a Slot 
machine or Video poker machine. Some examples of these 
devices are lights, ticket printers, card readers, Speakers, bill 
validators, ticket readers, coin acceptors, display panels, key 
pads, coin hopperS and button pads. Many of these devices 
are built into the gaming machine or components associated 
with the gaming machine Such as a top box which usually 
sits on top of the gaming machine. 
0004 Typically, utilizing a master gaming controller, the 
gaming machine controls various combinations of devices 
that allow a player to play a game on the gaming machine 
and also encourage game play on the gaming machine. For 
example, a game played on a gaming machine usually 
requires a player to input money or indicia of credit into the 
gaming machine, indicate a Wager amount, and initiate a 
game play. These StepS require the gaming machine to 
control input devices, Such as bill validators and coin 
acceptors, to accept money into the gaming machine and 
recognize user inputs from devices, including key pads and 
button pads, to determine the wager amount and initiate 
game play. After game play has been initiated, the gaming 
machine determines a game outcome, presents the game 
outcome to the player and may dispense an award of Some 
type depending on the outcome of the game. 
0005 The operations described above may be carried out 
on the gaming machine when the gaming machine is oper 
ating as a “Stand alone' unit or linked in a network of Some 
type to a group of gaming machines. AS technology in the 
gaming industry progresses, more and more gaming Services 
are being provided to gaming machines using a client-Server 
model. In a client-server model, groups of gaming machines 
are linked via a dedicated communication network of Some 
type to a remote computer that provides one or more gaming 
Services using the dedicated communication network. These 
gaming Services provided by the remote computer over the 
dedicated communication network may be referred to as 
“network gaming Services.” AS an example, network gaming 
Services that may be provided by a remote computer to a 
gaming machine via a dedicated communication network of 
Some type include player tracking, accounting, cashleSS 
award ticketing, lottery games, progressive games and bonus 
gameS. 

0006 Typically, network gaming services enhance the 
game playing capabilities of the gaming machine or provide 
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Some operational advantage in regards to maintaining the 
gaming machine. Thus, network gaming Services provided 
to groups of gaming machines linked over a dedicated 
communication network of Some type have become very 
popular in the gaming industry. To justify the costs associ 
ated with the infrastructure needed to provide network 
gaming Services on a dedicated communication network, a 
certain critical number of gaming machines linked in a 
network of Some type must utilize the Service. Thus, many 
of the network gaming Services are only provided at larger 
gaming establishments where a large number of gaming 
machines are deployed. 
0007. A progressive game network offering progressive 
game Services is one example where a group of gaming 
machines are linked together using a dedicated network to 
provide a network gaming Service. The progressive game 
Services enabled by the progressive game network increase 
the game playing capabilities of a particular gaming 
machine by enabling a larger jackpot than would be possible 
if the gaming machine was operating in a “stand alone” 
mode. The potential size of the jackpot increases as the 
number gaming machines connected in the progressive 
network is increased. The Size of the jackpot tends to 
increase game play on gaming machines offering a progres 
Sive jackpot which out weighs the costs associated with 
installing and maintaining the dedicated progressive game 
network and the dedicated progressive game Server. 
0008. In the gaming industry, a current barrier to provid 
ing network gaming Services is the complexity and costs of 
the dedicated communication networks and Servers associ 
ated with deploying a network gaming Service using a 
client-Server model. The costs of installing and maintaining 
a dedicated communication network and dedicated Server 
typically limit the application of network gaming Services to 
large establishments with a large number of gaming 
machines. In Smaller establishments, the cost of a dedicated 
communication network and a server to provide a network 
gaming Service for a Small number of gaming machines is 
usually not justified. For instance, when a Small number of 
gaming machines are leased to a store, the gaming machines 
typically operate in a "stand alone” mode. While operating 
in “stand alone' mode, network gaming Services are not 
available to these gaming machines. Further, even in the 
larger establishments, a gaming operator may be reluctant to 
implement a new network gaming Services because the costs 
of deployment using a client-server model is high while the 
benefits of the new network gaming Service may not become 
clear until after the new service is deployed. In view of the 
above, it would be desirable to provide network gaming 
Service deployment methods for gaming machines that 
reduce the costs associated with installing and performing 
network gaming Services. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. This invention addresses the needs indicated above 
by providing a Smart card with a processor and memory 
configured to execute a number of gaming applications, Such 
as a bonus game application, a progressive game applica 
tion, a Voucher application and a paytable application, and 
communicate with a master gaming controller on a gaming 
machine. Gaming instructions, generated during the execu 
tion of one or more of the gaming application on the Smart 
card, may be used to affect game play on the gaming 
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machine. The gaming instructions for various gaming Ser 
vices may be Supplied to gaming machines operating in a 
“stand alone' mode or gaming machine connected to Some 
type of dedicated network. In addition, the Smart card may 
Store game components including audio game components 
and Video game components that may be downloaded into a 
gaming machine and incorporated into a game presentation 
on the gaming machine. The Smart card may be utilized at 
many different venues including casinos, hotels, bars, res 
taurants and retail Stores. 

0010. One aspect of the present invention provides a 
Smart card for performing gaming Services. The Smart card 
may be generally characterized as including: 1) a card 
Substrate; 2) an interface located on the Substrate for com 
municating with a master gaming controller of a gaming 
machine; 3) a processor and a memory located on the 
Substrate and configured to execute one or more of the 
following gaming applications: i) a bonus game application, 
ii) a progressive game application, iii) a voucher application 
allowing a player to cash out a certain amount of winnings, 
and iv) a paytable application for Selecting a particular 
pay table from among a plurality of paytables. In addition, 
the processor and memory may be configured to execute one 
or more of the following game applications, a bingo bonus 
game application, and a lottery game application, a keno 
game application, a pull tab game application and a bingo 
progressive game application. 

0.011. In particular embodiments, the processor may be a 
microcontroller having firmware or a general purpose micro 
processor. The memory may be a flash memory where the 
memory Stores one or more of player tracker information, 
loyalty points, paytables, game components, game play 
history information, bonus game information, progressive 
game information and Voucher information. The Smart card 
may be adapted to be accepted at multiple venues where at 
least one of the vouchers and loyalty points are transferable 
acroSS venues Such as casinos, hotels, restaurants, retail 
Stores and bars 

0012 Another aspect of the present invention provides a 
gaming machine for executing a game play with the aid of 
a Smart card. The gaming machine may be generally char 
acterized as including: 1) a master gaming controller 
designed or configured to present a game on the gaming 
machine using (a) gaming instructions generated by a pro 
cessor on the Smart card and (b) gaming instructions resident 
on the master gaming controller; and 2) a Smart card reader 
providing a communication interface between the Smart card 
and the master gaming controller. The gaming instructions 
generated by a processor on the Smart card may specify a 
progressive game, a bonus game or a paytable that affects a 
game presentation on the gaming machine. The game in the 
game presentation may be a Video blackjack game, a Video 
Slot game, a mechanical Slot game, a Video poker game, a 
Video keno game, a Video pachinko game, Video card game 
or any other type of game presented on a gaming machine. 

0013 In particular embodiments, the gaming machine 
may also include a network communication interface where 
the Smart card communicates with a game Service Server, 
Such as an accounting Server, a bonus game Server, a 
progressive Server, a player tracking Server and a cashleSS 
System Server, using the network communication interface. 
The gaming machine may also include a speaker where the 
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Speaker outputs audio components Stored in a memory on 
the Smart card and a graphical display where the graphical 
display outputs graphical components Stored in a memory on 
the Smart card. 

0014) Another aspect of the present invention provides a 
method in a gaming machine for executing a game play on 
the gaming machine with the aid of a Smart card. The 
method may be generally characterized as including: 1) 
receiving a signal indicating a Smart card has been inserted 
in a Smart card reader on the gaming machine; 2) establish 
ing communications with the Smart card; 3) receiving gam 
ing instructions from one or more gaming applications 
executed by a processor on the Smart card; and 4) presenting 
a game play on the gaming machine using the gaming 
instructions from the Smart card and using gaming instruc 
tions generated by a master gaming controller resident on 
the gaming machine. In addition, the method may include 
one or more of the following: a) authenticating the Smart 
card, b) receiving a list of gaming applications available on 
the Smart card from the Smart card, c) selecting a gaming 
application from the list of gaming applications and request 
ing the Smart card to execute the Selected gaming applica 
tion, d) sending gaming machine identification information 
to the Smart card, e) in response to the gaming instruction 
received from the Smart card, communicating with a remote 
game server, f) sending game play information to the Smart 
card, g) downloading a gaming application Stored on the 
Smart card and executing the gaming application on the 
gaming machine and h) downloading a game Stored on the 
Smart card and executing the game on the gaming machine. 
In a particular embodiment, the gaming instructions may 
include one or more of player tracking information, loyalty 
points, paytables, game components, game configuration 
information, a game play history, progressive game infor 
mation, bonus game information and Voucher information, 
where the game components may include a graphical game 
component and an audio game component and where the 
game configuration information may include a game type, a 
game Version, a game background, a game denomination 
and a game Wager amount. 
0015. Another aspect of the present invention provides a 
method in a Smart card for executing a game play on a 
gaming machine with the aid of the Smart card. The method 
may be generally characterized as including: 1) receiving a 
Signal indicating the Smart card has been inserted in a Smart 
card reader; 2) establishing communications with the gam 
ing machine; 3) determining that a gaming application is to 
be executed by the Smart card; 4) executing said gaming 
application using a processor on the Smart card; and 5) 
Sending gaming instructions generating during execution of 
the gaming application to the gaming machine where the 
gaming instructions are used to present a game play on the 
gaming machine. The gaming instructions may include 
player tracker information, loyalty points, paytables, game 
component information, game configuration information, 
game play history information, bonus game information, 
progressive game information and Voucher information. In 
addition, the method may include one or more of the 
following: a) sending a list of gaming applications available 
on the Smart card to the gaming machine, b) sending 
authentication information to the gaming machine, c) receiv 
ing gaming machine identification information from the 
gaming machine, Such as a gaming machine identifier and a 
list of gaming applications Supported by the gaming 
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machine, d) receiving game play information from the 
gaming machine, e) establishing communications with a 
game Service Server, Such as a an accounting Server, a bonus 
game Server, a progressive Server, a player tracking Server or 
a cashleSS System server, using a communication interface 
residing on the gaming machine and communicating with 
the game Service Server. In a particular embodiment, the 
Smart card may be adapted to be accepted at multiple 
venues, Such as casinos, hotels, restaurants, retail Stores and 
bars, where at least one of the Vouchers and loyalty points 
are transferable across the venues. 

0016. These and other features of the present invention 
will be presented in more detail in the following detailed 
description of the invention and the associated figures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0017 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the components of a 
Smart card. 

0.018 FIG. 2 is a perspective drawing of a gaming 
machine having a top box and other devices. 
0.019 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a gaming machine 
connected to a local area network. 

0020 FIG. 4 is a block diagram containing a plurality of 
gaming venues with various gaming devices. 
0021 FIG. 5 is a flow chart depicting a method in a 
gaming machine for executing a game play on the gaming 
machine with the aid of a Smart card. 

0022 FIG. 6 is a flow chart depicting a method in a smart 
card for executing a game play on the gaming machine with 
the aid of a Smart card. 

0023 FIG. 7 is a flow chart depicting a method of 
distributed computing between a gaming machine and a 
Smart card. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0024 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the components of a 
Smart card 100 that may be used in the present invention. 
The Smart card may be designed for use with a gaming 
machine, gaming peripheral, gaming terminal or Some other 
gaming device. The Smart card 100 which may be the size 
of a magnetic Striped card and may include an input/output 
interface 120, processor 110 memory 115 and battery 125 
incorporated in some manner on a card Substrate 105. The 
battery 125 is used to Supply power to operate the devices on 
the Smart card 100. In some embodiments, when it is 
inserted into a Smart card reader of Some type, power may 
also be Supplied to the card by the Smart card reader. 
0.025 The Smart card 100 may include an operating 
System of Some type that is used to run applications on the 
Smart card. In Some embodiments, the operating System for 
the Smart card 100 may be provided by Microsoft (Red 
mond, Wash.) or Sun Microsystems of Palo Alto, Calif. The 
operating System may be used to manage the execution of 
gaming applications on the Smart card. The operating System 
and gaming applications may incorporated into the proces 
Sor 110 as firmware, stored in the memory 115 on the Smart 
card or may be implemented as a combination of firmware 
in the processor 110 and stored in the memory 115. The 
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processor 110 may be a general purpose microprocessor or 
a custom microcontroller incorporating gaming specific 
firmware. The memory 115 may be flash memory. 
0026. The Input/output interface 120 may be an I/O 
EEPROM that allows the Smart card 100 to communicate 
with a smart card reader (see FIGS. 2 and 3) or some other 
communication interface residing on a gaming machine, a 
gaming peripheral, a gaming terminal or Some other gaming 
device designed to communicate with the Smart card. Fur 
ther, the I/O interface 120 may include one or more com 
munication protocols that allow the Smart card 100 to 
communicate with a gaming machine, gaming peripheral, 
gaming terminal or Some other gaming device designed to 
communicate with the Smart card. Some communication 
protocols may be stored in the memory 115 of the Smart card 
100. The communication protocols stored in the memory 
115 may be added or deleted from the Smart card 100 as 
needed. 

0027. The gaming applications incorporated into the 
Smart card 100 and executed by the processor 110 may 
include but are not limited to bonus game applications, 
Voucher applications, progressive game applications, pay 
table applications and player tracking applications. Other 
game applications (See FIG. 4) are also described. In the 
bonus game application, when a game player inserts the 
Smart card 100 into a gaming machine and begins game play, 
game play information may be obtained by the Smart card 
100 from the gaming machine and stored in the memory 115 
on the Smart card. 

0028. When game play information is obtained by the 
Smart card from the gaming machine, the game play infor 
mation stored in the memory 115 of the Smart card 100 may 
be updated as the player plays one or more games on the 
gaming machine. The game play information may include 
but is not limited to an amount wagered on each game, a 
time, a date and a game outcome for each game Such as an 
award. The game play information may be Stored on the 
Smart card 100 in different categories. For instance, the game 
play information may be Stored as generic game play 
information, which applies to all games, it may be Stored as 
game Specific play information, which applies to a specific 
game, or it may be Stored as combinations of both generic 
game play information or game Specific information. 
0029. Using the processor 110, the Smart card 100 may 
operate on game play information as it is accumulated on the 
Smart card. For instance, the Smart card may store a running 
total of wager amounts made on the gaming machine for one 
or more games played while the Smart card was inserted into 
the gaming machine during a game play Sequence. In 
addition, the game play information Stored on the Smart card 
100 may be accumulated from one or more previous games 
played on one or more different gaming machines. For 
example, a running total of wager amounts Stored on the 
Smart card 100 may include the sum of an amount wagered 
over 5 games on a first gaming machine on a first day at a 
first location, the Sum of an amount wagered over 10 games 
on a Second gaming machine on a Second day at a Second 
location and the Sum of an amount wagered on 15 games on 
a third gaming machine on a third day at a third location. 
0030. Using the game play information stored on the 
Smart card, bonus game Scenarios with different bonus game 
features may be developed. For example, a player may 
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obtain a Smart card issued that includes tracking features to 
a specific game Such as Little Green Men. AS the player 
playS games on gaming machines with Smart card capabili 
ties and featuring the Little Green Men game, the Smart card 
collects game play information on the player's game play. 
When certain events occur, Such as the player has exceeded 
a certain amount wagered, special bonus features within the 
Little Green Men game may begin to appear more often or 
a Special bonus game available only to Smart card users may 
be initiated. Another example would apply to all games that 
a player plays on different gaming machines using the Smart 
card 100. Thus, when a player reaches a total amount 
wagered above an amount identified as a frequent player or 
high roller, which is stored on the Smart card 100, all games 
in the casino may enable special bonus features for this 
player when a game is played on a gaming, machine in 
conjunction with the Smart card. 
0031. In the example above, the bonus game features on 
the gaming machine may be triggered using gaming instruc 
tions generated by the bonus game application executed by 
the processor 110 on the Smart card 100. The gaming 
instructions may include 1) information, Such as game play 
information, that the gaming machine may use to implement 
a bonus game, 2) high-level commands directing the gaming 
machine to perform one or more operations related to the 
bonus game, and 3) low-level commands directing the 
operations of Specific devices residing on the gaming 
machine related to the bonus game. Thus, the computations 
and functions necessary to implement the bonus game on the 
gaming machine may be distributed in Some manner 
between the processor on the Smart card 100 and the 
processor on the gaming machine. For example, a processor 
on the gaming machine may generate gaming instructions 
for a game and a bonus game where Some of the gaming 
instructions needed to present the bonus game are Supplied 
by the Smart card. In another example, the gaming instruc 
tions for a game and the gaming instructions for a bonus 
game displayed on the gaming machine may be Supplied 
entirely by the Smart card 100. 
0032. In the progressive game application, a player may 
have one or more progressive jackpots being played for 
which are tracked and managed on the Smart card 100. This 
would allow a player to build the value of their own 
progressive, which they are playing to win based upon game 
play on one or gaming machines at one or more locations. 
AS game play continues, the value of the progressive prize 
they are playing for increases. When a specific trigger 
occurs, Such as a certain combination of wheels on a 
Spinning reel for a slot game, a particular card hand for a 
card game or even the result of a certain bonus game, the 
progressive prize may be won and credited to the players 
acCOunt. 

0033. The progressive game application, as well other 
gaming applications Such as the paytable application and the 
Voucher application, may be implemented in a manner 
Similar to that described above for the bonus game applica 
tion, i.e. the Smart card 100 may obtain game playing 
information and generate gaming instructions allowing 
game application functions to be performed on the gaming 
machine. Thus, for the progressive game application, the 
Smart card may accumulate game play information related to 
progressive game application, Store the information in 
memory 115, and execute one or more progressive game 
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applications that utilize the accumulated game play infor 
mation using the processor 110 on the Smart card 100. 
During execution of the progressive game application on the 
Smart card 100, gaming instructions generated by the pro 
gressive game application may be used by the gaming 
machine to perform certain operations or the gaming instruc 
tions may direct the gaming machine to perform certain 
operations. Thus, the computations and functions necessary 
to implement the progressive game on the gaming machine, 
like the bonus game, may be distributed in Some manner 
between the processor 110 on the Smart card 100 and a 
processor on the gaming machine. 
0034. The game play information obtained by the Smart 
card 100 may be stored in a shared memory location in the 
memory 115 on the Smart card 100 such that it may be used 
by multiple gaming applications executed on the Smart card. 
For example, the bonus game application and the progres 
Sive game application may both use a total wager amount 
accumulated by the Smart card that is Stored in a shared 
memory location. Also, in Some embodiments, the shared 
memory location in memory 115 on the Smart card may be 
accessed by the gaming machine. 
0035) In the paytable application, a user may obtain 
Specific pay tables based on Some Selection criteria. These 
paytables may be stored in the memory 115 on the Smart 
card 100. For instance, playerS Such as high rollers, tourna 
ment players, return customers, and the like may be 
rewarded by pay tables which include odds allowing them to 
win more often then the walk in player. Based upon game 
play Stored in memory 115 on the Smart card, the pay table 
application may categorize a player into a category Such as 
a high roller. For instance, when a high roller Status is 
achieved, the pay table application may Select a pay table 
from a plurality of paytables Stored on the Smart card and 
download the pay table to the gaming machine from the 
Smart card 100 upon Smart card insertion into the gaming 
machine. In another embodiment, the pay table application 
may categorize a player and generate a gaming instruction 
directing the gaming machine to utilize a particular paytable 
Stored on the gaming machine where the paytable is used to 
determine a game outcome. In yet another embodiment, the 
Smart card may generate the game outcome using a paytable 
and a random number generator stored on the Smart card 100 
and direct the gaming machine to present a game outcome 
presentation corresponding to the game outcome generated 
by the Smart card. 
0036). In the voucher application, as a player plays one or 
more games on the gaming machine, the player may wish to 
cash out a certain amount of money, referred to as a Safe 
haven. With a cashless ticketing system such as an EZ Pay 
Ticket System, a player may cash out a certain amount of 
money in the form of a ticket issued to the player. With the 
use of a smart card 100, the player may have the option of 
receiving a ticket or placing a voucher on the Smart card. The 
options for cashleSS ticketing or voucher use may be pre 
Sented to the player via one or more menus displayed on a 
display Screen on the gaming machine. The Voucher 
amounts may be accumulated into one amount or may be 
Stored on the Smart card as individual vouchers for use at a 
later time. For instance, a player may have accumulated 
S100 on a specific gaming machine. Of the S100 on the 
gaming machine, the player could elect to cash out S20 in the 
form of an EZ Pay ticket for use at a later time, or the player 
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could elect to cash out S20 in the form of a voucher, which 
is stored on the Player's Smart card. With the vouchers 
collected in the Smart card, the player may transfer one or 
more of these vouchers to different gaming machines as 
coin-in or the Voucher may be used at another venue Such as 
a gift shop or restaurant as an indicia of credit for a purchase. 
In addition, the player may cash out a voucher Stored on the 
Smart card at a cashier Station or Some other location. 

0037. An advantage of executing gaming applications on 
a Smart card is that many gaming Services may be provided 
on a gaming machine without employing a dedicated net 
work as required when the gaming Service application is 
executed on a single Server. When a Smart card is used, a 
dedicated network may not required because the gaming 
applications are executed on each Smart card in a distributed 
manner, rather than on a single Server. For instance, pro 
gressive games have traditionally been provided to a group 
of gaming machine by linking the gaming machines in the 
group in a network and then executing a progressive gaming 
application for the group on a Single Server in communica 
tion with each gaming machine in the group. With multiple 
Smart cards each executing a copy of a progressive gaming 
application, a progressive gaming application may be pro 
Vided to a player while playing games on a group of gaming 
machine that are not connected via a dedicated gaming 
network. 

0.038. Thus, in general, Smart cards may be used to 
provide gaming Services to groups of gaming machines 
without a dedicated network or dedicated server. This 
approach may be advantageous for providing a gaming 
Service to a Small group of gaming machines, Such as in a 
Small establishment, where the cost of a dedicated Server and 
a dedicated network is not feasible. In addition, the Smart 
cards may be used to augment gaming Services, Such as 
progressive games or bonus games, in larger establishments 
where dedicated networks and Servers are available. Details 
of gaming Services executed on a Smart card are described 
with reference to FIGS. 2-7. 

0039 Turning to FIG.2, a video gaming machine 200 of 
the present invention is shown. Machine 200 includes a main 
cabinet 204, which generally surrounds the machine interior 
(not shown) and is viewable by users. The main cabinet 
includes a main door 208 on the front of the machine, which 
opens to provide access to the interior of the machine. 
Attached to the main door are player-input Switches or 
buttons 232, a coin acceptor 228, and a bill validator 230, a 
coin tray 238, and a belly glass 240. Viewable through the 
main door is a Video display monitor 234 and an information 
panel 236. The display monitor 234 will typically be a 
cathode ray tube, high resolution flat-panel LCD, or other 
conventional electronically controlled video monitor. The 
information panel 236 may be a back-lit, Silk Screened glass 
panel with lettering to indicate general game information 
including, for example, the number of coins played. The bill 
validator 230, player-input Switches 232, video display 
monitor 234, and information panel are devices used to play 
a game on the game machine 202. The devices are controlled 
by circuitry (See FIG. 3) housed inside the main cabinet 204 
of the machine 200. Many possible games, including tradi 
tional Slot games, Video slot games, Video poker, Video 
pachinko, Video black jack, general card games, bonus 
games and Video keno games, may be provided with gaming 
machines of this invention. 
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0040. The gaming machine 200 includes a top box 206, 
which sits on top of the main cabinet 204. The top box 206 
houses a number of devices, which may be used to add 
features to a game being played on the gaming machine 200, 
including speakers 210, 212, 214, a ticket printer 218 which 
may print bar-coded ticketS 220, a key pad 222 for entering 
player tracking information, a florescent display 216 for 
displaying player tracking information, a card reader 224 for 
entering a magnetic Striped cards or Smart cards executing 
gaming applications. Further, the top box 206 may house 
different or additional devices than shown in FIG. 1. For 
example, the top box may contain a bonus wheel or a 
back-lit Silk Screened panel which may be used to add bonus 
features to the game being played on the gaming machine. 
During a game, these devices are controlled and powered, in 
part, by circuitry (See FIG. 3) housed within the main 
cabinet 204 of the machine 200. 

0041 Understand that gaming machine 200 is but one 
example from a wide range of gaming machine designs on 
which the present invention may be implemented. For 
example, not all Suitable gaming machines have top boxes or 
player tracking features. Further, Some gaming machines 
have two or more game displayS - mechanical and/or video. 
And, Some gaming machines are designed for bar tables and 
have displays that face upwards. Still further, Some 
machines may be designed entirely for cashleSS Systems. 
Such machines may not include Such features as bill Vali 
dators, coin acceptors and coin trays. Instead, they may have 
only ticket readers, card readers and ticket dispensers. Those 
of skill in the art will understand that the present invention, 
as described below, can be deployed on most any gaming 
machine now available or hereafter developed. 

0042. Returning to the example of FIG. 2, when a user 
wishes to play the gaming machine 200, he or she inserts 
cash through the coin acceptor 228 or bill validator 230. In 
addition, the player may use a cashleSS instrument of Some 
type to register credits on the gaming machine 200. For 
example, the bill validator 230 may accept a printed ticket 
Voucher, including 220, as an indicia of credit. AS another 
example, the card reader 224 may accept a debit card or a 
Smart card containing cash or credit information that may be 
used to register credits on the gaming machine. Typically, 
the information contained on the cashleSS instrument, 
including the ticket Voucher, Smart card or debit card, is 
validated by a cashleSS System. The cashleSS instrument, 
including the ticket Voucher, Smart card or debit card, may 
have been generated at the Same property, for example a first 
casino where the gaming-machine 200 is located or the 
ticket may have been generated at another property for 
example a Second casino. 

0043. The cashless instrument typically contains infor 
mation used to register credits on the gaming machine, 
including gaming machine 200, and validate the registration 
transaction. For example, when a Smart card is used as a 
cashleSS instrument, the Smart card Voucher may contain 
information including: 1) a voucher value, 2) a voucher issue 
date, 3) a voucher issue time, 4) a voucher transaction 
number, 5) a machine ID., 6) a voucher issue location and 7) 
a voucher owner. The Smart card may store voucher infor 
mation for multiple vouchers Stored on the Smart card. The 
Voucher information may be used in the Voucher gaming 
application described above. 
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0044) Information such as the voucher value, the voucher 
issue date, the Voucher issue time, the Voucher number and 
the machine ID may be common to cashleSS Systems that 
generate and validate vouchers issued at a single property. 
However, information Such as the voucher issue location and 
the voucher owner may be needed to allow multi-site 
generation and validation of cashleSS instruments. Details of 
a multi-site generation and validation of cashleSS instru 
ments are described in co-pending U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 09/648,382 entitled a CASHLESS TRANSAC 
TION CLEARINGHOUSE filed Aug. 25, 2000 by Rowe the 
entire Specification of which is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

0.045. Other types of information, besides the voucher 
information listed above, may be Stored on the cashleSS 
instrument Such as the Smart card. For example, the Smart 
card may contain information regarding a promotional prize 
that may be won by the player when the voucher is utilized 
in the gaming machine 200. The promotional prize may 
involve multiple properties and particular types of gaming 
machines. Thus, a Smart card containing Voucher informa 
tion and other types of gaming information may be used at 
multiple venues. 

0046) The information on the cashless instrument may be 
recorded on the cashleSS instrument when the cashleSS 
instrument is generated. In the case of the Smart card, the 
generation of the Smart card refers to Storing or encoding this 
information on the Smart card. The generation of the Smart 
card Voucher may occur when the Smart card is inserted into 
the card reader 224 in the gaming machine 200 or at another 
Site where Smart cards are issued. For instance, as described 
above, a player may create a voucher of a particular amount 
on a Smart card by executing a voucher application residing 
on the Smart card while the Smart card is inserted into a 
gaming machine. AS another example, a Smart card Vouchers 
may be generated and modified at ATM-like terminals, at a 
cashier Station where a player cashes out or prepaid Smart 
cards, may be purchased within the gaming property (e.g. 
casino). 
0047. During the course of a game, a player may be 
required to make a number of decisions, which affect the 
outcome of the game. For example, a player may vary his or 
her wager on a particular game, Select a prize for a particular 
game, or make game decisions which affect the outcome of 
a particular game. The player may make these choices using 
the player-input Switches 232, the video display screen 234 
or using Some other device which enables a player to input 
information into the gaming machine. These input devices 
may also be used to Supply information and make decisions 
for gaming applications executed on the Smart card. For 
example, using a touch Screen a player may input a pin 
number for validating a Smart card. 

0.048. During certain game events, the gaming machine 
200 may display visual and auditory effects that can be 
perceived by the player. These effects add to the excitement 
of a game, which makes a player more likely to continue 
playing. Auditory effects include various Sounds that are 
projected by the speakers 210, 212, 214. Visual effects 
include flashing lights, Strobing lights or other patterns 
displayed from lights on the gaming machine 200 or from 
lights behind the belly glass 240. Auditory and visual effects 
may be affected by a gaming application executed on the 
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Smart card Such as a bonus game application or by gaming 
components Stored on the Smart card. For instance, a Smart 
card may store a Video component Such as a photograph 
which may be incorporated into a game presentation as part 
of a game play or an audio component Such as Song Stored 
in an MP-3 format which may be projected from the 
speakers 210 and 212. 

0049. After the player has completed a game, a cashless 
instrument may be generated at the gaming machine 200. 
The cashleSS instrument may be a printed ticket Voucher, a 
Smart card, debit card or other cashleSS medium. For 
example, the player may decide to cashout and may receive 
the ticket 220 from the printer 218, which may be used for 
further games or to redeem a prize. Further, the player may 
receive a ticket 220 for food, merchandise, game Services or 
other promotions from the printer 218 that may be used at 
the gaming property where the gaming machine is located or 
at other gaming properties. The player may view cashleSS 
instrument transaction information Stored on the Smart card 
on the video display screen 234 or the florescent screen 216. 
For instance, when a player cashes out from the gaming 
machine, the value of one or more Vouchers Stored on the 
Smart card may be displayed using the Video display 234 or 
the video display 242. 

0050 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the components of a 
gaming machine 300 where the gaming machine is con 
nected to a local area network 315. Components that appear 
in FIG. 2 are identified by common reference numerals. A 
master gaming controller 305 controls the operation of the 
various gaming devices and the game presentation on the 
gaming machine 300. Using a game code and graphic 
libraries stored on the gaming machine 300, the master 
gaming controller 305 generates a game presentation which 
is presented on the displayS 234 and 242. The game pre 
Sentation is typically a Sequence of frames updated at a rate 
of 75 Hz (75 frames/sec). For instance, for a video slot game, 
the game presentation may include a Sequence of frames of 
slot reels with a number of symbols in different positions. 
When the Sequence of frames is presented, the slot reels 
appear to be spinning to a player playing a game on the 
gaming machine. The final game presentation frames in the 
Sequence of the game presentation frames are the final 
position of the reels. Based upon the final position of the 
reels on the video display 234, a player is able to visually 
determine the outcome of the game. 

0051 Each frame in sequence of frames in a game 
presentation is temporarily Stored in a Video memory located 
on the master gaming controller 305 or alternatively on the 
video controller 330. The gaming machine 300 may also 
include a video card (not shown) with a separate memory 
and processor for performing graphic functions on the 
gaming machine 300. Typically, the video memory includes 
1 or more frame buffers that store frame data that is sent by 
the video controller 330 to the display 234 or the display 
242. 

0052 The frame data stored in the frame buffer provides 
pixel data (image data) specifying the pixels displayed on 
the display screen. The master gaming controller 305, 
according to the game code, may generate each frame in one 
of the frame buffers by updating the graphical components 
of the previous frame stored in the buffer. In a similar 
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manner, the master gaming controller 305 may generate 
audio components that are output to a speaker 214 using the 
Sound controller 332. 

0053. In the present invention, the video components and 
audio components of a game presentation, as well as the 
configuration of the gaming machine during game play, may 
be affected by game components Stored on a Smart card or 
by gaming instructions generated by applications executing 
on the Smart card. In one embodiment, game graphic com 
ponents and game Sound components may be downloaded 
from memory on the Smart card via the Smart card reader 
224. For instance, images Stored on the Smart card, in a 
graphics format Such as MPEG, may include Specific images 
of the player or the player's favorite pet. Sounds Stored on 
the Smart card, in a Sound format Such as MP-3, may include 
one or more of a playerS favorite Songs. 

0.054 The graphical and sound oriented game compo 
nents may be incorporated into a game presentation on the 
gaming machine 300 and presented to the player using the 
displays, 234 and 242 and the Speaker 214. Game compo 
nent information from the Smart card may be stored in RAM 
memory on the master gaming controller 305, may be Stored 
in a smart card data partition 325 of a hard drive 320, may 
be store in a non-volatile memory 335 or may be stored in 
Some other memory location on the gaming machine. In 
Some embodiments, the game components used in the game 
presentation may be preloaded into the Smart card at the time 
the player receives their Smart card or may be downloaded 
to the card from a cashleSS System, Such as the EZ Pay Smart 
card and Ticket System, while the Smart card is in use at the 
gaming machine 300. In addition, as a Souvenir, a player 
may receive copy of a frame from a game presentation from 
the printer 218 where the frame includes game components 
downloaded from the Smart card. Further, a copy of the 
frame may be Stored on the Smart card and later viewed by 
the player. 

0055. In another embodiment, game configuration 
parameters and denomination Selection parameters may be 
loaded on the Smart card at the time the Smart card is issued. 
The initial parameters on the Smart card may be set by the 
casino or may be defined by the player. During game play, 
a player may insert their Smart card into the gaming machine 
300 using the Smart card reader 224. After the Smart card is 
inserted into the Smart card reader 224, the Smart card reader 
224 may transfer game configuration parameters and 
denomination Selection parameters to the master gaming 
controller 305 via the main communication board 310. In 
Some embodiments, the Smart card reader 224 may be 
directly connected to the master gaming controller 305. 
Next, based on the configuration parameterS Stored on the 
Smart card and downloaded to the gaming machine, certain 
game types, Such as card games, Spinning reel games, test 
games available only on certain gaming machines, or other 
Specialty game types available on the gaming machine 300 
may be displayed while other games available on the same 
gaming machine may not be displayed. To initiate game play 
on the gaming machine, the player may first Select from 
among a number of displayed games available on the 
gaming machine. 

0056. When denomination selection parameters are 
downloaded to the gaming machine from the Smart card 
inserted into the Smart card reader 224, the gaming machine 
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300 may be configured to reflect a players preferred betting 
patterns. For instance, a S1 player would have only S1 
denominations enabled on the gaming machine while 1 cent 
player, would have only 1 cent denominations enabled, etc. 
In addition, the Smart card may include applications that 
generate gaming instructions encouraging a player to adjust 
the denomination of game play. For example, based on an 
gaming instruction generated during execution of an appli 
cation of the Smart card, the gaming machine 300 may 
display a message on one of the displays, 234 or 242, 
indicating the player can play for a certain prize by increas 
ing the denomination of their game play. The master gaming 
controller 305 may display the message indicated by the 
Smart card in response to a command generated by the Smart 
card and included in a gaming instruction Sent to the master 
gaming controller. For instance, the command contained in 
the gaming instruction from the Smart card may be "display 
message A.” 
0057 The game configuration parameters may also be 
adjusted by a game configuration application executed by 
the Smart card. In one embodiment, during execution of the 
game configuration application, gaming instructions con 
taining game configuration parameters may be sent to the 
master gaming controller 305 where the game configuration 
parameters in the gaming instructions may be a function of 
previous game play history information Stored on the Smart 
card. Thus, for instance, only players that have accumulated 
a certain amount of game play, Such as a total amount 
wagered over a number of games, may be able to play 
certain games available on the gaming machine 300. 
0058 While the player is playing one or more games on 
a particular gaming machine, a Smart card inserted into the 
Smart card reader 224 may regularly communicate with the 
gaming machine 300. For instance, while the Smart card is 
inserted into the Smart card reader 224, the Smart card may 
receive regular updates of game play history information, 
Such as money accepted into the gaming machine via the bill 
validator 230 and coin acceptor 228 or an amount wagered 
on a particular game, from the master gaming controller 305 
on the gaming machine 300. The game play history infor 
mation Sent by the master gaming controller may be used to 
update game play history information Stored on the Smart 
card by one or more gaming applications executed on the 
Smart card, Such as the bonus game application, the Voucher 
application, the paytable application and the progressive 
game application. 

0059. The gaming application executed on the Smart card 
may regularly check the updated game play history infor 
mation Stored on the Smart card and issue various gaming 
instructions to the master gaming controller 325 on the 
gaming machine 300 during a Sequence of game play. For 
instance, a game play Sequence on the gaming machine 300 
may include a Wager, a game presentation and a game award 
for three Successive games. After each of the three wagers, 
the master gaming controller 325 may send a message to the 
Smart card containing information indicating an amount 
wagered. After each of the three game awards, the master 
gaming controller 325 may send a message to the Smart card 
containing information an amount awarded. The amount 
wagered prior to each of the three games and the amount 
awarded after each of the three games may be processed by 
one or more applications executing on the Smart card and 
may be stored in memory on the Smart card (See FIG. 1). 
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0060. During processing of data from the master gaming 
controller, the data in each message may be modified or 
combined with other data previously stored on the Smart 
card. For instance, a player may have bet a total of S499 on 
previous games recorded on the Smart card and may have 
S100 credits stored on the Smart card. For each of games 1, 
2 and 3, the player may wager S1, which is Subtracted from 
the Smart card each time, and for game 1 and for game 2 may 
be awarded nothing but may be awarded S50 for game 3. 
Thus, after games 1, 2 and 3, the bet total and the credit 
stored on the Smart card may each be, respectively: 1) S500 
and S99, 2) S501 and S98 and 3) $502 and S97. 
0061 Gaming applications executed on the Smart card 
may send different gaming instructions to the master gaming 
controller 325 based on the bet total and credit stored on the 
Smart card after each game. For instance, after the bet total 
reaches S500, a bonus application executing on the Smart 
card may send a gaming instruction to the master gaming 
controller instructing the master gaming controller to display 
a bonus game application of Some type. AS another example, 
a player tracking application on the Smart card may send a 
gaming instruction with the bet total and credit Stored on the 
Smart card to the master gaming controller after the award of 
each game. The bet total and the credit contained in the 
gaming instruction from the player tracking application may 
be forwarded by the master gaming controller 305 to a 
server, Such as server 345 or server 350, connected to the 
gaming machine via the local area network (LAN) 315. 
0062). In yet another example using the game play 
Sequence described above, after the wager in game 3, a 
progressive game application executing on the Smart card 
may determine that the player has won a progressive jackpot 
of Some type. The progressive jackpot may comprise the S50 
awarded for game 3 or may augment an award by the 
gaming machine (e.g. S40 from the gaming machine and S10 
from the progressive application executing on the Smart 
card). Further, after the S50 award is made in game 3, a 
Voucher application executed on the Smart card may query 
the player via one of the displays on the gaming machine 
300 whether the player wants to store the S50 award as a 
Voucher on the Smart card. 

0.063. In the examples above, one or more of the gaming 
applications may be executed Simultaneously on the Smart 
card during the game play Sequence. Thus, the bonus game 
application, player tracking application, progressive game 
application may be executing Simultaneously on the Smart 
and gaming instructions from each of the applications, 
which affect the game play, may be received by the master 
gaming controller 325 from the Smart card. Therefore, 
depending on the gaming applications executed by a par 
ticular Smart card, on gaming parameters used by each of the 
gaming applications on the Smart card and a player's game 
play history, many different game play Sequences on a 
gaming machine 300 involving gaming instructions gener 
ated by a master gaming controller 305 and gaming instruc 
tions generated by a Smart card are possible and are not 
limited to the examples above which were presented for 
illustrative purposes only. 

0064. A smart card inserted into a smart card reader 224 
may communicate with a master gaming controller 325 
using communication protocols unique to Smart cards, may 
use communication protocols common to gaming machines 
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or combinations of both. For instance, a Smart card may 
communicate with the gaming machine 300 using a Slot 
Accounting System (SAS) protocol or a Netplex communi 
cation protocol developed by IGT (Reno, Nev.). When a 
Smart card is inserted into a gaming machine 300, the Smart 
card may establish communications with the gaming 
machine in Some Standard communication protocol used by 
both the gaming machine 300 and the Smart card. Then, the 
Smart card may send the gaming machine a list of gaming 
applications and communication protocols Supported by the 
Smart card which may be used in a game play Sequence on 
the gaming machine. Further, the gaming machine may send 
the Smart card gaming machine identification information 
Such as gaming machine Serial number which may be used 
by the Smart card to determine what gaming applications and 
communication protocols are Supported by the gaming 
machine. 

0065. The Smart card may communicate with other 
devices other than the gaming machine when inserted into 
the Smart card reader 224. For example, via the main 
communication board 310 on the gaming machine, the Smart 
card may communicate with one or more game Service 
servers, such as server 345 and 350, connected to the gaming 
machine 300 via a LAN 315. The game service servers may 
provide one or more game Services Such as an accounting 
Server, a bonus game Server, a progressive game Server, a 
player tracking Server and a cashleSS System Server. In 
addition, the Smart card may communicate with devices in 
communication with the gaming machine via a wide area 
network Such as the Internet 355. 

0066 By communicating with remote servers connected 
to a gaming machine, a Smart card may augment the Services 
provided by these remote Servers in a distributed manner. 
For instance, player tracking Services are usually only pro 
Vided to gaming machines connected in a dedicated network 
to a player tracking Server. Using the Smart card, a player 
may engage in game play Sequences on a plurality of gaming 
machine that are not connected to the dedicated communi 
cation network of a player tracking Server and then engage 
in a game play Sequence on a gaming machine connected to 
the player tracking Server. When the Smart card is inserted 
into a Smart card reader on the gaming machine connected 
to the player tracking Server, the Smart card may contact the 
player tracking Server and Sendgame play information to the 
player tracking Server about game play recorded on the 
Smart card from game play Sequences on gaming machines 
not connected to the player tracking Server. The game play 
recorded the Smart card may be obtained using player 
tracking gaming instructions generated by a player tracking 
gaming application executed on the Smart card. Thus, with 
the Smart card, player tracking Services may be extended to 
gaming machines not connected to the player tracking 
Server. In a similar manner, using a Smart card, other gaming 
Services provided by a game Service Server may be extended 
to gaming machines not connected to the game Service 
SCWC. 

0067. The Smart card may communicate with the gaming 
machine 300 via communication interfaces other than the 
Smart card reader 224. For instance, a player may carry a 
portable wireleSS communication interface that accepts a 
Smart card. Thus, the Smart card inserted into the portable 
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wireleSS communication interface may communicate with 
the gaming machine 300 using the wireleSS communication 
interface 340. 

0068. Since the Smart card executing a gaming applica 
tion, as described above, may provide gaming instructions to 
a gaming machine directing it operation, Security is impor 
tant with Smart cards. Since the Smart card contains a 
computer and memory, it may be possible that Someone who 
finds or obtains a Smart card, may attempt to hack into the 
card to access the available cash, credit and other informa 
tion Stored on the Smart card. To prevent these types of 
Security breaches, the data on the card may be encrypted 
using encryption Schemes Such as DES, double DES, etc. 
Also, a digital Signature may be may be Stored on the card 
requiring the combination of the card itself and Specific 
Security parameters that are owner Specific to be entered 
prior to use of the Smart. The Security parameters may 
include pin numbers and biometric information Such as 
retina information or fingerprint information obtained from 
a retina Scanner or a finger print Scanner. 
0069. Once the security parameters are entered, the Smart 
card combines the Security information with other Security 
information Stored on the Smart card to form the digital 
Signature. The digital signature may be compared with the 
digital Signature Stored on a central computer accessible to 
the gaming machine and the Smart card or with information 
stored on the Smart card itself. When the comparison of the 
digital Signature is Successful, the use of the Smart card is 
allowed. When the comparison of the digital Signature is not 
Successful, the Smart card may be allowed a predefined 
number of retries. Once the number of retries has been 
exceeded, the Smart card may enter a fail-safe mode. The 
fail-safe mode may have to be cleared by a central computer 
where the Smart card was issued before the Smart card can 
be used again. In addition, via a central computer System or 
any System connected to gaming devices or other devices 
that allow Smart card use, a Smart card may be cancelled at 
any time. Once the Smart card has been cancelled, the owner 
of the Smart card must get the card reissued. 

0070. In the present invention, the functions of the Smart 
card, described above, may be performed by other gaming 
devices. For instance, a player may carry a personal digital 
assistant (PDA) that executes gaming applications Such as a 
bonus game application, a Voucher application, a progres 
Sive game application and a paytable application. The PDA 
may communicate with the gaming machine via a wireleSS 
communication interface, Such as 340. In the manner 
described above for the Smart card, gaming applications 
executing on the PDA may generate gaming instructions 
containing information and commands to the gaming 
machine. The gaming instructions, from the PDA, may be 
executed by the gaming machine as part of a game play 
Sequence on the gaming machine. There are many different 
types of PDAs from many different manufacturers. One 
example of a PDA that may be adapted for use with the 
present invention is the Palm VII from Palm, Inc., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 

0071 FIG. 4 is a block diagram containing a plurality of 
gaming venues including a casino 405, a restaurant 404, a 
bingo parlor 418 and a store 436 where a smart card may be 
utilized. In one embodiment, the Smart card may be used 
with a cashleSS System Such as an EZ pay ticket Voucher 
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System. A cashleSS System is the hardware components and 
Software components needed to generate and validate cash 
less instruments. In FIG. 4, one embodiment of the com 
ponents of a cashleSS System that may be used with a Smart 
card is shown within the casino 405. 

0072 Components of a cashless system may include 1) 
data acquisition hardware, 2) data Storage hardware, 3) 
cashless instrument generation and validation hardware (e.g. 
printers, card readers, ticket acceptors, validation terminals, 
etc.), 3) auditing Software, 4) cashless instrument validation 
Software and 5) database Software. Many types of cashless 
Systems are possible and are not limited to the components 
listed above or embodiments such as the EZ pay ticket 
Voucher System. Typically, a cashleSS System is installed at 
each property utilizing cashleSS instruments. To allow multi 
Site validations of cashleSS instruments, the cashleSS Systems 
at each property may be linked to a cashless instrument 
transaction clearinghouse. 
0073 Returning to FIG. 4, a first group of gaming 
machines, 465, 466, 467, 468, and 469 is shown connected 
to a first clerk validation terminal (CVT) 460 and a second 
group of gaming machines, 475, 476, 477, 478 and 479 is 
shown connected to a second CVT 470. All of the gaming 
machines print ticket Vouchers which may be exchanged for 
cash or accepted as credit of indicia in other gaming machine 
located within the property 405. In this example, the ticket 
Voucher Serves as a cashleSS instrument. In addition, the 
gaming machines may contain Smart card readers for read 
ing Voucher information Stored on Smart cards. AS described 
above, Vouchers Stored on the Smart card may be used for 
game play on the gaming machines. 
0074 The CVTs, 460 and 470, store cashless instrument 
transaction information corresponding to the Outstanding 
cashleSS instrument, including ticket Vouchers, Smart cards 
and debit cards, that are waiting for redemption. In addition, 
cashleSS instrument transaction information may be Stored in 
a cashless server including the EZ pay server 410. The 
cashleSS instrument transaction information may be used 
when the vouchers are validated and cashed out or redeemed 
in some manner. The CVTS 460 and 470 may store the 
information for the ticket Vouchers printed by the gaming 
machines connected to the CVT. In addition, the CVTS 460 
and 470 may store the information for vouchers stored on a 
Smart card that were generated on each gaming machine. For 
example, CVT 460 stores voucher information for vouchers 
issued by gaming machines 465, 466,467, 468, and 469. In 
addition, the CVTS may store Security information, as 
described above for the Smart cards. The security informa 
tion may be used to validate a digital Signature generated by 
the Smart card or to cancel a card. 

0075) When a voucher is issued to a smart card, voucher 
information and Security information may be sent to the 
CVT using a communication protocol of Some type from the 
gaming machine. For example, the gaming machine may 
send transaction information to the CVT which is part of the 
cashleSS System using the slot data System manufactured by 
Bally's Gaming Systems (Alliance Gaming Corporation, 
Las Vegas, Nev.) or the slot acquisition System manufac 
tured by IGT, Reno, Nev. 
0076. In this embodiment, when a player wishes to cash 
out a voucher, the player may redeem vouchers issued from 
a particular gaming machine at the CVT associated with the 
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gaming machine or any other CVT which is part of the 
cashless system associated with the CVT. For example, 
since CVT 460 and CVT 470 are connected as part of a 
Single cashleSS System to the EZ pay Server 410, a player 
may redeem vouchers or utilize vouchers at the gaming 
machines, the CVT's (460 or 470), the cashiers (425, 430, 
435, and 440) or the wireless cashiers 458. The CVTs, 
cashiers, wireleSS cashiers and gaming machines may be 
referred to as “cashless validation sites.” 

0.077 To cash out a voucher stored on a smart card, the 
Smart card is inserted into a Smart card reader at the cashleSS 
validation Site and the authenticity of the Smart card is 
determined. For an authenticated Smart card Storing one or 
more vouchers, one of the vouchers is validated by com 
paring information obtained from the voucher with infor 
mation stored within the CVT. After a ticket voucher has 
been cashed out, the CVT marks the voucher paid in a 
database to prevent a voucher with Similar information from 
being cashed multiple times. 

0078. In this embodiment using the EZ pay system, 
multiple groups of gaming machines connected to CVTs are 
connected together in a cross validation network 445. The 
croSS validation network is typically comprised of one or 
more concentrators 455 which accepts inputs from two or 
more CVTs and enables communications to and from the 
two or more CVTs using one communication line. The 
concentrator is connected to a front end controller 450 which 
may poll the CVTs for voucher information. The front end 
controller is connected to an EZ pay server 410 which may 
provide a variety of information Services for the cashleSS 
System including accounting 420, administration 415, as 
well as Smart card Security. 

0079. In this invention, a single hardware and software 
platform allowing cashleSS instruments to be utilized at all of 
the cashless validation sites (e.g. cashier Stations, gaming 
machines, wireless cashiers and CVTS) within a single 
property or acroSS multiple properties may be referred to as 
a “cashless server”. In this embodiment, the EZ pay server 
410 may function as the cashless server. Usually, the cash 
leSS Server is a communication nexus in the croSS Validation 
network. For instance, the EZ pay server 410 is connected to 
the cashiers, wireleSS devices, CVTS and the gaming 
machines via the CVTs. Since the EZ pay server 410 is 
connected to all of the devices utilizing Smart cards, it may 
be used to implement Smart card Security features Such as 
clearing the use of a Smart card after it has entered a fail-safe 
mode as previously described or canceling a Smart card. 

0080. The cross validation network allows vouchers 
issued by any gaming machine connected to the croSS 
validation to be accepted by other gaming machines in the 
cross validation network 445. Additionally, the cross vali 
dation network allows a cashier at a cashier station 425, 430, 
and 435 to validate any voucher generated from a gaming 
machine within the cross validation network 445. To cash 
out a voucher, a player may present a Smart card Storing one 
or more vouchers at one of the cashier stations 425,430, and 
435 or to a game Service representative carrying a wireleSS 
gaming device for validating ticket Vouchers. A more com 
plete discussion of the details of the wireleSS gaming device 
458, including hardware and utilization, are described in 
copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/544,844 
entitled a WIRELESS GAME ENVIRONMENT filed Apr. 
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7, 2000 by Rowe the entire specification of which is incor 
porated herein by reference. Information obtained from the 
Voucher may be used to validate the voucher by comparing 
information on the ticket with information stored on one of 
the CVTS connected to the cross validation network or with 
information stored in the EZ pay server 410. 

0081. As vouchers stored on Smart cards are validated, 
this information may be sent to audit services computer 440 
providing audit Services, the accounting computer 420 pro 
Viding accounting Services or the administration computer 
415 providing administration services. In another embodi 
ment, all of these Services may be provided by the cashleSS 
server including the EZ pay server 410. Examples of audit 
ing Services, which may be provided by cashleSS System 
Software residing on the auditing computer 440 include 1) 
Session reconciliation reports, 2) Soft count reports, 3) Soft 
count Verification reports, 4) Soft count exception reports, 5) 
machine voucher status reports and 5) Security access report. 
Examples of accounting Services, which may be provided by 
cashleSS System Software residing on the accounting com 
puter 420 include 1) voucher issuance reports, 2) voucher 
liability reports, expired voucher reports, 3) expired voucher 
paid reports and 4) voucher redemption reports. Examples of 
administration Services, which may be provided by cashleSS 
System Software residing on the administration computer 
415 include 1) manual voucher receipt, 2) manual voucher 
report, 3) voucher validation report, 4) interim validation 
report, 5) validation window closer report, 6) voided 
voucher receipt and 7) voided voucher report. 
0082 In this invention, a smart card used at the casino 
405 may also be used at other venues. For instance, after 
Storing one or more cashleSS Vouchers on a Smart card, a 
player may take the Smart card to the bingo parlor 418. At 
the bingo parlor 418, a player may utilize the Smart card at 
the bingo terminal 419 and game terminal 421 which may be 
connected to a LAN 422 to a central gaming System 423. At 
the cashier 417, electronic bingo cards may be downloaded 
to the Smart card from the central electronic bingo System 
423 and issued to the player. The player then may insert the 
Smart card into the Stationary player Such as the bingo 
terminal 419, handheld player, or other applicable game play 
devices and may load the bingo cards from the Smart card for 
use in a bingo game. AS the bingo games are played, the 
Smart card is updated and the player may receive player 
points for game play or cash/vouchers for game wins. Player 
tracking information and Voucher information may be Stored 
on the Smart card and communicated back to the central 
bingo system 423. The player can reload the Smart card with 
additional bingo cards as needed. In addition, when the 
player does not already have a Smart card, the player may 
Sign up for a Smart card where the bingo cards are purchased 
(e.g. cashier 417). 
0083. Using the Smart card, a player may also have one 
or more bingo progressive jackpots being played for which 
are tracked and managed on the Smart card. This would 
allow a player to build the value of their own bingo 
progressive, which they are playing to win based upon bingo 
game play. AS bingo game play continues, the value of the 
bingo progressive prize they are playing for increases. When 
a Specific trigger occurs, Such as a certain bingo card 
combination, the bingo progressive prize may be won and 
credited to the player account. 
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0084. In the bingo parlor 418, a player may play other 
games besides bingo at the game terminal 421. For instance, 
a customer may wish to purchase a predefined set of 
electronic pull-tabs. In an electronic pull-tab, a player may 
reveal covered Symbols in columns and rows displayed in 
the pull-tab game. The symbols that are revealed allow the 
player to determine whether an award was obtained. The 
pull-tabs may be purchased at the cashier 417 and may be 
placed on the Smart card to be played in one of the electronic 
player devices which allows the user to play the pull-tab 
game Such as the game terminal 421. All player points 
asSociated with the pull-tab purchases and the results of the 
pull-tab game play may be collected and Stored on the Smart 
card. All pull-tab wins may also be Stored on the Smart card 
and may be redeemable at a redemption center. The pull-tab 
game play and bingo game play using the Smart card is not 
limited to the bingo parlor and may be extended to other 
venues Such casinos, Stores and restaurants. In addition, 
other electronic games, as approved by a given gaming 
jurisdiction may be used with the Smart card. 
0085. After playing at the casino 405 and the bingo parlor 
418, a player may enter the restaurant 404 and play a keno 
game or a lotto game. The player may purchase keno game 
plays and lotto game plays from a cashier terminal 441 
connected to the keno game terminal 443 and lotto game 
terminal 444 by a LAN 442. The keno game plays and lotto 
game playS may be downloaded to the player's Smart card. 
At the keno game terminal 443 and at the lotto game 
terminals 444 located at a table where the player may be 
eating, the player may use their Smart card at the terminals 
to play the lotto games and keno games Stored on the card. 
Within a keno or lotto environment a certain set of numbers 
are drawn with the player attempting to match those num 
bers, the Smart card may contain Sets of lucky numbers and 
asSociated game types the player wishes to use each time the 
player playS. In this manner, the player need only establish 
the set of numbers one time. Further, as described above, the 
Smart card may execute applications allowing the player to 
Store cash Vouchers awarded from keno game play or lotto 
game play and accumulate loyalty points on the Smart card 
from keno game play and lotto game play. 

0.086. After using the Smart card at the casino 405, the 
bingo parlor 418, the restaurant 404, the play may go to the 
store with their smart card. At the store 436, the player may 
purchase gift items at the cashier 438 and engage in game 
play at the gaming machine 437. Using the Smart card, the 
player may accumulate loyalty points based on their pur 
chases and game play. In addition, the player may use 
Vouchers Stored on the Smart card for game play or pur 
chases. In another example, the player may win a progres 
Sive jackpot on the gaming machine 437 based upon pro 
gressive game information Stored on the Smart card from 
game play at one or more venues. 
0.087 An advantage of the Smart card is that player points 
and cash awards obtained at multiple venues (e.g. casinos, 
restaurants, Stores, bingo parlors, race tracks, bars, etc.) may 
be tracked using a player tracking application and a voucher 
application, as described above, executing on the Smart card. 
Player points may be accumulated through the purchase of 
bingo cards, pull tabs, keno game play, casino game play, 
food, gifts and beverages, etc. The Smart card accumulates 
and manages these points for the player whereby the points 
can be redeemed for cash and prizes as the necessary points 
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are obtained. Thus, the Smart card may be easily moved from 
one venue to the next where loyalty points for the Smart card 
use can be accumulated and redeemed. Further, cash totals 
resident on the Smart card may be used as well at each of the 
WCUCS. 

0088 Using the Smart card, cross-game progressives are 
possible. In a croSS-game progressive, a progressive jackpot 
may be built from game play on different types of games 
Such as slot games, card games and bingo games. For 
instance, a croSS game progressive jackpot may be accumu 
lated on the Smart card from game play on gaming machine 
479 in the casino 405, bingo game play on the bingo terminal 
419 in the bingo parlor 418, game play on the gaming 
machine 437 in the store 436 and keno game play on the 
keno game terminal 443 in the restaurant 404. Depending on 
the game a player is playing, Specific triggerS associated 
with each type of game may allow the player to win the 
croSS-game progressive. For instance, after a certain bingo 
game combination, after a certain combination of wheels on 
a spinning reel, after a particular card hand or after a result 
from a certain bonus game, the croSS-game progressive prize 
may be won and credited to the playerS account. Using the 
Smart card, progressive game promotions may be developed 
where game play is encouraged on certain combinations of 
gameS. 

0089 FIG. 5 is a flow chart depicting a method in a 
gaming machine for executing a game play on the gaming 
machine with the aid of a Smart card. In 500, the gaming 
machine detects that a Smart card has been inserted into a 
Smart card reader on the gaming machine. The gaming 
machine may detect the presence of the Smart card after it 
has received a signal from the Smart card reader indicating 
a Smart card has been inserted into the Smart card reader. In 
505, the gaming machine determines whether the Smart card 
is valid. The validation process may include the game player 
inputting a pin number or other biometric information (e.g. 
a finger print or retina Scan) into the gaming machine. This 
information, as well as other information Stored on the Smart 
card, may be used to create a digital Signature. The digital 
Signature may be compared with a digital Signature Stored on 
a remote computer. 

0090. In 510, when the Smart card is invalid, the gaming 
machine may display an error message Such as “Smart card 
not valid, please See attendant.” An error message may be 
displayed after a player incorrectly types the pin number for 
the Smart card a number of times or the Smart card has been 
cancelled. In 515, the gaming machine establishes commu 
nications with the Smart card using a common communica 
tion protocol. In 520, after establishing communications 
with the Smart card, the gaming machine may receive a list 
of gaming applications available for execution on the Smart 
card. The gaming machine may also Send to the Smart card 
gaming machine identification information Such as a gaming 
machine Serial number that allows the Smart card to identify 
the capabilities of the gaming machine. Thus, when the 
Smart card has received gaming machine identification infor 
mation and identified the type of gaming machine, the Smart 
card may send a list of available applications that are 
appropriate to the type gaming machine and may not send all 
of the gaming applications available on the Smart card. 

0091. In some embodiments, in 525 and 530, the gaming 
machine may Select one or more gaming applications avail 
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able on the Smart card and instruct the Smart card to execute 
the Selected applications. For instance, the gaming machine 
may request the Smart card to execute a player tracking 
application and download player tracking data Stored on the 
Smart card and to execute a progressive game application. In 
Some embodiments, these functions may be automatically 
performed by the Smart card without an instruction from the 
gaming machine. In 535, the gaming machine may receive 
one or more gaming instructions from the Smart card gen 
erated from gaming applications executing on the Smart 
card. For instance, the Smart card may notify the gaming 
machine that the player's game play has triggered a particu 
lar bonus game and request the gaming machine to execute 
a corresponding bonus game presentation on the gaming 
machine. The gaming instructions from the Smart card may 
include player tracking information, loyalty points, pay 
tables, game components, game configuration, game play 
history information, progressive game information, bonus 
game information and Voucher information. In addition, the 
gaming instructions may allow the Smart card to download 
a game or Some other gaming application Stored on the Smart 
card and have it executed on the gaming machine. 
0092. In 538, in response to gaming instructions received 
from the Smart card, the gaming machine may send gaming 
instructions to the Smart card. For example, the gaming 
machine may send game play information generated on the 
gaming machine to the Smart card. AS another example, the 
gaming machine may send a gaming instruction requesting 
voucher information stored on the Smart card. In 540, the 
gaming machine may present a game presentation using 
gaming instructions from the Smart card. For instance, the 
gaming machine may present a bonus game presentation 
based upon a gaming instruction from the Smart card 
requesting the gaming machine to present a bonus game 
presentation. In 545, when game play continues on the 
gaming machine as part of a game play Sequence, combi 
nations of 525, 530, 535, 538 and 540 may be repeated. 
0.093 FIG. 6 is a flow chart depicting a method in a smart 
card for executing a game play on a gaming machine with 
the aid of a Smart card. In 600, the Smart detects that it has 
been inserted into a Smart card reader or Some other com 
munication interface device on the gaming machine. A 
validation process, Such as the generation of a digital Sig 
nature, may be executed by the Smart card. In 615, the Smart 
card establishes communications with the gaming machine 
using a common communication protocol of Some type. In 
addition, the Smart card may establish communication with 
a remote device Such as a remote computer connected to the 
gaming machine via a network. The Smart card may identify 
the type of gaming machine and Send a list of gaming 
applications on the Smart card that may be utilized with the 
gaming machine. In 620, the Smart card may receive one or 
more gaming application Selections from the gaming 
machine. In 625, the Smart card may execute the Selected 
gaming applications. Further, the Smart card may automati 
cally execute Some gaming applications not Selected by the 
gaming machine. 

0094. In 630, the Smart card may send one or more 
gaming instructions to the gaming machine. The gaming 
instructions may contain information, programs or com 
mands requesting the gaming machine to perform certain 
functions. In 635, in response to the gaming instructions Sent 
to the gaming machine, the Smart card may receive gaming 
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instructions from the gaming machine. For instance, the 
Smart card may receive game play information from game 
play on the gaming machine as part of a game play Sequence. 
As a game play Sequence unfolds on the gaming machine 
combinations of 620,625, 630 and 635 may be repeated on 
the Smart card. 

0.095 The methods described in FIGS. 6 and 7 may not 
be limited to a Smart card interacting with a gaming 
machine. Similar method may be envisioned for any por 
table devices that may execute gaming applications. For 
instance, a PDA may interact with a gaming machine in a 
manner similar to the Smart card. Thus, the PDA may 
execute gaming applications that generate gaming instruc 
tions and Send the gaming instructions to the gaming 
machine using an appropriate communication interface. The 
gaming instructions from the PDA may affect game play on 
the gaming machine. Also, the PDA may receive gaming 
instructions from the gaming machine. Further, Smart cards 
or PDAs may be used with other gaming devices other than 
gaming machines Such as game play terminals. 
0096 FIG. 7 is a flow chart depicting a method of 
distributed computing between a gaming machine and a 
Smart card. In 700, the gaming machine and Smart card 
interact. For example, a Smart card is inserted into a Smart 
card reader and communications are established between the 
gaming machine and the Smart card. In 705, the Smart card 
executes a gaming application using a processor on the 
Smart card. In 710, the Smart card Sends gaming instructions 
generated during the execution of the gaming application to 
the gaming machine. The gaming instructions may contain 
information, commands or programs. In 715, the gaming 
machine utilizes the gaming instructions from the Smart card 
for game play on the gaming machine. 
0097 Although the foregoing invention has been 
described in Some detail for purposes of clarity of under 
Standing, it will be apparent that certain changes and modi 
fications may be practiced within the Scope of the appended 
claims. For instance, while the gaming machines of this 
invention have been depicted as having top box mounted on 
top of the main gaming machine cabinet, the use of gaming 
devices in accordance with this invention is not So limited. 
For example, gaming machine may be provided without a 
top box. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A portable electronic device for providing gaming 
Services, Said portable electronic device comprising: 

a processor configured to execute a gaming application 
for generating gaming instructions, 

a memory for Storing the gaming applications, and 
an interface located on Said Substrate for allowing com 

munication with a master gaming controller on a gam 
ing machine wherein the master gaming controller is 
adapted for controlling a game of chance including 
Wagering played on the gaming machine by executing 
game code that uses gaming instructions generated by 
the processor wherein the gaming instructions gener 
ated by the processor include commands and/or data 
compatible with the game code executed by the master 
gaming controller. 

2. The portable electronic device of claim 1, wherein the 
gaming application is Selected from the group consisting of 
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a bingo bonus game application, a bonus game application, 
a progressive game application, a Voucher application allow 
ing a player to cash out a certain amount of winnings, and 
a paytable application for Selecting a particular paytable 
from among a plurality of paytables, a lottery game appli 
cation, a keno game application, a pull tab game application 
and a bingo progressive game application. 

3. The portable electronic device of claim 1, wherein said 
memory Stores one or more of player tracker information, 
loyalty points, paytables, game components, game play 
history information, bonus game information, progressive 
game information and Voucher information. 

4. The portable electronic device of claim 3, wherein the 
portable electronic device is adapted to be accepted at 
multiple venues and wherein at least one of the vouchers and 
loyalty points are transferable acroSS Said venues. 

5. The portable electronic device of claim 4, wherein the 
multiple venues are Selected from the group consisting of 
casinos, hotels, restaurants, retail Stores and bars. 

6. The portable electronic device of claim 1, wherein said 
memory Stores one or more communication protocols allow 
ing the portable electronic device to communicate with at 
least one of a gaming machine, a game Service Server and a 
gaming peripheral. 

7. The portable electronic device of claim 1, further 
comprising: 

one or more shared memory locations located in Said 
memory wherein said one or more shared memory 
locations Store data utilized by a plurality of gaming 
applications executed on Said portable electronic 
device. 

8. The portable electronic device of claim 1, wherein the 
portable electronic device is a Smart card or a personal 
digital assistant. 

9. In a portable electronic device, a method for executing 
a game play on a gaming machine, the method comprising: 

establishing communications with the gaming machine; 

determining that a gaming application is to be executed by 
the portable electronic device; 

executing the gaming application using a processor on the 
portable electronic device; and 

Sending the gaming instructions generated during execu 
tion of the gaming application to the gaming machine 
via a communication interface on the portable elec 
tronic device wherein the gaming machine provides 
play of a game of chance including wagering by 
executing game code that uses gaming instructions 
generated by the processor wherein the gaming instruc 
tions generated by the processor include commands 
and/or data compatible with the game code executed by 
the gaming machine. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
Sending a list of gaming applications available on the 

portable electronic device to the gaming machine. 
11. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 

Sending authentication information to the gaming 
machine that allows the gaming machine to authenti 
cate the portable electronic device. 
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12. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving gaming machine identification information 

from the gaming machine. 
13. The method of claim 12, wherein the gaming machine 

identification information includes a gaming machine iden 
tifier and a list of gaming applications Supported by the 
gaming machine. 

14. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving game play information from the gaming 

machine. 
15. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
establishing communications with a game Service Server. 
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the game service 

Server is Selected from the group consisting of an accounting 
Server, a bonus game Server, a progressive Server, a player 
tracking Server and a cashleSS System Server. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the communications 
are routed to the game Service Server via the gaming 
machine. 

18. The method of claim 9, wherein the gaming applica 
tion is Selected from the group consisting of a bingo bonus 
game application, a bonus game application, a progressive 
game application, a Voucher application allowing a player to 
cash out a certain amount of winnings, and a paytable 
application for Selecting a particular paytable from among a 
plurality of paytables, a lottery game application, a keno 
game application, a pull tab game application and a bingo 
progressive game application. 

19. The method of claim 9, wherein the gaming instruc 
tions include: player tracker information, loyalty points, 
pay tables, game component information, game configura 
tion information, game play history information, bonus 
game information, progressive game information and 
Voucher information. 

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the game component 
information includes at least one of graphical game compo 
nent and an audio game component. 

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the game configu 
ration information is Selected from the group consisting of a 
game type, a game Version, a game background, a game 
denomination and a game wager amount. 

22. Agaming machine for executing a game play with the 
aid of a portable electronic device, the gaming machine 
comprising: 

a master gaming controller designed or configured to 
control a game of chance played on the gaming 
machine by executing game code that uses gaming 
instructions generated by a processor on the portable 
electronic device wherein the gaming instructions gen 
erated by the processor include commands and/or data 
compatible with the game code executed by the master 
gaming controller, Said master gaming controller 
including a first memory for Storing the gaming instruc 
tions received from the portable electronic device, a 
first processor, Separate from the processor on the 
portable electronic device, for executing the game code 
and a communication interface for allowing commu 
nications with the portable electronic device and for 
receiving the gaming instructions from the portable 
electronic device, 

the portable electronic device operable to execute one 
more gaming applications to generate the gaming 
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instructions, Said portable electronic device including: 
the processor for executing the gaming applications, an 
input/output interface for allowing communications 
with the master gaming controller and a Second 
memory for Storing the gaming applications executed 
by the processor, 

an input mechanism, connected to and under control of 
the master gaming controller, for receiving cash or 
indicia of credit for wagers on the game of chance 
played on the gaming machine; and 

an output mechanism, connected to and under control of 
the master gaming controller. 

23. In a gaming machine, a method for executing a game 
play on the gaming machine with the aid of a portable 
electronic device, the method comprising: 

receiving a signal indicating the portable electronic device 
is attempting to establish communications with the 
gaming machine wherein the Signal is received in a 
master gaming controller designed to control a game of 
chance played on the gaming machine; 
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establishing communications, under control the master 
gaming controller, with Said portable electronic device; 

receiving, under control of a master gaming controller, 
first gaming instructions from at least one of a plurality 
of gaming applications executed by a processor on the 
portable electronic device wherein the first gaming 
instructions generated by the processor include com 
mands and/or data compatible with game code for 
controlling the game of chance that is executable by the 
master gaming controller; 

Storing the first gaming instructions on a memory device 
on the master gaming controller; 

receiving a wager on the game of chance; and 
executing game code, under control of the master gaming 

controller, to generate generating the game of chance 
on the gaming machine using the first gaming instruc 
tions provided from the portable electronic device. 


